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ABOUT WARDROBE WORKS ACADEMY 

Wardrobe Works Academy, headed up by renowned stylist Allison Turnley, 

follows in the footsteps of its sister company, The Wardrobe Academy, which was 

launched in South Africa in 2008 by Allison and her business partner Alice 

Dunkley.  

The Wardrobe Academy SA was created to cater for the growing demand for 

stylist training with an up-to-date and fashion-forward ethos and quickly become 

a leading fashion training institute in South Africa, known for its modern and 

innovative approach and support of freedom of expression and thought.  

Wardrobe Works Academy is proud to be continuing this tradition of training 

excellence and teaching and inspiring a generation of outstanding stylists and 

fashion professionals in the UK, Ireland and East Africa. 

Wardrobe Works Academy offers high caliber, intensive courses to both 

individuals and retail companies in Personal Styling, Fashion Styling, equipping 

students with the knowledge, practical skills and confidence needed to pursue 

rewarding careers in the exciting world of Fashion and Styling.  

As a recognised training provider and a member of the AICI (Association of Image 

Consultants International), students are given the reassurance needed that the 

quality of training received is of the highest possible standard and that the 

Academy conforms to a code of industry ethics. Students who have successfully 

completed the Personal Stylist training course do have the option of registering 

themselves with the AICI.  
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There are no prerequisites to attending courses, but a mature attitude, the 

motivation to work hard and a keen interest in fashion, style and shopping are 

beneficial. Please note that the Personal Stylist training course is not 

recommended to school leavers as some life/work experience and a level of 

maturity is required in order to be able to relate to and deal with clients  
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OUR PROFILE 

Wardrobe Works Academy is privately owned and run by renowned stylist Allison 

Turnley who has over 20 years of fashion, retail, styling and business experience. 

between them. Being a very active members of her respective industries, Allison 

is able to share with students a wealth of valuable information based on her own 

personal knowledge and experience, making these fun and informative courses a 

must for all aspiring stylists and fashionista’s.  

 

Allison Turnley has spent over 20 

successful years in the film industry 

working as a wardrobe stylist and 

costume designer on commercials, 

movies, music videos and fashion 

shoots. She runs her own costume 

hire and styling studio; Wardrobe 

Works, and is the proud owner of over 

5000 pieces ranging from high 

fashion garments, vintage pieces, 

period costumes and accessories. Allison also currently works between South 

Africa, East Africa and the UK offering men's personal styling, fashion stylist 

training and corporate workshops.  
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ABOUT STYLING 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

“An increasing number of 

both men and women from all 

walks of life are seeing the 

benefits of hiring a 

personal stylist – huge 

financial savings through 

carefully planned purchases, 

a wardrobe that makes 

getting dressed effortless 

and the pleasure of knowing 

you can be confident you 

look your best in everything 

you own, to name but a few – 

making this an industry with 

growing interest and scope.” 

 

What is a Fashion Stylist?  

A fashion stylist’s job can be fast-

paced, dynamic and challenging, as 

they work on magazine shoots, 

fashion shows, commercials, movies 

or television; sourcing coordinating 

and managing the wardrobe worn by 

models, actors and cast. 

What is a Personal Stylist?  

A personal stylist has a rewarding 

career working with individual clients 

(private or corporate) advising them 

on their personal image, new clothing 

styles and colours and how to shop for 

and put together a coordinated 

wardrobe of garments suited to their 

individual needs.  

 

 

A Stylist by any other name...  

• Fashion Stylist  

• Personal Stylist  

• Image Consultant  

• Fashion Consultant  

• Wardrobe Stylist  

• Makeover Specialist  

• Image Coach  

• Personal Shopper  

• Wardrobe Mistress  
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Not sure if a career in Styling is for you?  

To be certain, use the personal checklist below as a useful guide to help with your 

decision:  

 You have a natural flair for style, a good eye for colour and a love of fashion 

and shopping  

 You are often complimented on your own appearance and have a knack for 

pulling a look together  

 You are able to see beyond your own personal style and colour preferences  

 You want to run your own business, work independently or add to your 

existing skills  

 You want to work flexibly full-time or part-time, or around other 

commitments  

 You are a ‘people person’ with strong interpersonal skills who enjoys 

working with and meeting people  

 You are organised, self-motivated and self-reliant  

 Your aim is to be paid well for doing a job you love  

 You are looking forward to learning new skills and taking on new 

challenges  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Wardrobe Academy; 
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Training the celebrity stylists of tomorrow” 

WHAT STUDENTS & RETAILERS SAY 

"This course was invaluable and to a high standard, and everything was done 

professionally without sacrificing the fun factor. All of my expectations were 

surpassed and I am now even more motivated to pursue a career in styling -It has 

definitely boosted my confidence as a stylist and makes me feel well-equipped 

for the industry. Thank you so much Allison"  

Hazel Memani, Cape Town  

 

"My confidence and passion has grown even stronger and I can't wait to start my 

career as a stylist. Valuable information and tips were shared that made the 

experience memorable and life changing. The course brought together people 

from all over the world which made it so much more interesting"  

Kelly Stevie, Cape Town  

 

“The Wardrobe Academy has played an essential role in the Success of 

our Miladys in-store personal styling service, which was launched in 2011.  With 

their comprehensive understanding of the Miladys Brand and in-depth 

knowledge of styling and fashion retail, The Wardrobe Academy provided top 

class training, tailored specifically to our needs.  A big thank you to Allison & 

Alice for your excellent courses!”  

Angela Barton - People Co-coordinator, MILADYS 

 

“It was most refreshing working with The Wardrobe Academy on 

our Inspiring Excellence Workshops both nationally and internationally. I found 

Alice & Allison to be highly engaging and knowledgeable on their subject matter; 

their examples were practical and relevant, which is essential for our delegates 

to be able to apply back in their store environment.  Most importantly they 

understood their brief and their audience.  Their “passion for fashion” and 
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enriching the lives of their delegates comes with little effort, as it is naturally 

authentic!” 

David F King - Learning & Development Specialist, Mr. Price Group   

TRAINING COURSES 

PERSONAL STYLIST TRAINING – 5 DAYS       

COST  £2250.00  

DAY 1 Fashion Studies  

 What is a personal stylist? 

 The importance of personal style and image  

 History of the image industry 

 What’s needed to be a great personal stylist  

 Personal Styling – Career Opportunities 

 Understanding the fashion world & trend forecasting 

DAY 2 Clients 

 Consultations with Clients, types of clients, wardrobe therapy 

 What is personal style? 

 The Male Style types. 

 The Female Style types. 

 Assessing a clients lifestyle needs.  

 Body Analysis – female body shapes, identifying a clients shape, understanding 

proportion, scale and bone structure 

 Body Analysis – male body shapes, identifying a clients shape, understanding 

proportion, scale and bone structure 

 Male Clients – Creating an image profile: needs assessment & lifestyle, style type, body 

shape + scale & proportion 

 Female Clients - Creating an image profile: needs assessment & lifestyle, style type, 

body shape + scale & proportion 

 Face shape analysis 

 Style guidelines 

 

Day 3 Colour 

 Understanding the concept of colour 

 The History of Colour Analysis 
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 Colour Draping – a practical guide to identifying a clients colouring – warm, cool or mid-

toned 

 The magic of colour combining – depth, harmony & contrast 

 Psychology of colour. 

 

DAY 4 Wardrobe Consultation 

 Wardrobe Consultations and Wardrobe Planning  

 Conducting a wardrobe assessment  

 Culling, Organizing and storage solutions  

 Wardrobe planning   

 Male capsule wardrobe 

 Female capsule wardrobe 

 Accessorizing  

 Dress codes and occasion dressing  

 Clothing – understanding fabrics, garment care, quality & fit  

 Underwear and swimwear – the importance of perfect fit  

 

DAY 5 Shopping & going Solo 

 Creating a shopping list  

 Budgeting  

 Shopping trips & Post shopping follow-ups  

 Working constructively with stores. 

 Fitting, alteration & repairs 

 Structuring and marketing your business 

 Creating a website  

 Interaction, communication & maintaining clients 

 Client feedback  

 Marketing your services 

TIMES  9:30am to 3:30pm  

WHAT’S INCLUDED  

Pre training assignments     Training manual & notes  

Client questionnaires and notes on a CD   Colour analysis drapes  

Figure & Facial shape laminates   Measuring kit & pins  

Certificate in Personal Styling    Ongoing career support via telephone 

or email  

Recommended reading list     Refreshments  & Lunch 
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WHAT TO BRING  

6 x current fashion magazines    1x file or flip file for notes  

Paper, pens, highlighter, scissors, pritt. 

FASHION STYLIST TRAINING – 3 DAYS  COST  £695.00 

DAY 1 

Introduction & Pre-Production 

 What is fashion styling? 

 Different fields of Fashion Styling  

 Stills Styling – commercial, editorial, catalogue 

 Film Styling – commercial, television, features 

 Key figures  - the role of the Director, Producer and Assistant Director 

 Who’s who – understanding the crew list 

 What it takes to be a strong stylist 

 Taking a Directors Brief 

 Mood Boards 

 Wardrobe sourcing – purchase/hire/manufacturing 

DAY 2 

Fitting & Pre-Shoot Prep  

 Setting up for a wardrobe fitting 

 Briefing cast 

 Wardrobe Fittings & the importance of wardrobe call notes 

 Finalizing wardrobe options and alterations 

 Special effects, wardrobe ageing & wardrobe breakdown  

 Dealing with clients, colleagues and cast 

 Wardrobe no no’s. 

 Stylist kit 

 Packing for the shoot 

 Confirming call times & Locations 

DAY 3 

Shoot, Wrap & Getting work as a Stylist 

 Setting up on set, on set stand-by 

 Continuity 

 Wrap 

 Returns and Job recons 

 Invoicing 
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 Finding work – agent or solo? 

 How to create a show reel & market yourself 

 Bookings & Pencils 

 

TIMES  9:30am to 4:30pm 

WHAT’S INCLUDED  

Pre training assignments     Training manual & notes  

 Recommended reading list     Measuring kit & pins 

CD with master copy’s, industry tips & contacts ongoing career support via telephone or email  

Certificate in Fashion Styling      
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FASHION RETAIL TRAINING 

Fashion Retail Training – 2 days  COST  £850.00  

DAY 1  

Introduction  

 What is Fashion Retailing?  

 Working for a brand  

 Understanding brand ethos  

The Customer  

 Who are your customers?  

 Assessing the customers lifestyle needs  

 Identifying a customer’s personal style  

 Identifying a customer’s colouring -warm or cool toned  

 Figure analysis -the five different body shapes  

 Choosing the best styles for the different body shapes  

 Understanding the customer’s wardrobe needs  

Clothing  

 What does your store stock?  

 A brief look at textiles  

 Putting together a “clothing story” for your customer  

 Cluster & capsule wardrobes  

 Accessorising  

 The importance of correct garment fit  

 Dress codes and occasion dressing  

DAY 2  

Customer Service  

 What is customer service?  

 How to communicate and interact with customers effectively  

 Building customer confidence and trust  

 Connecting customers with your brand  

 Customer Relationships  

 Personalising customer relationships  

 Keeping a client data base  
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Fashion Retail Training (Cont.)  

DAY 2 (CONT.) 

In Store  

 The subtle art of selling  

 Dealing with customer feedback  

 Accessing stock for customers and liaising with head office  

 Dealing effectively with complaints  

 On floor and fitting room etiquette  

 Managing busy periods efficiently  

 Boosting brand atmosphere in-store  

 In-store Merchandising  

 Staff presentation & first impressions  

TIMES  9am to 3pm  

WHAT”S INCLUDED 

Body shape laminate    Colour Analysis laminates  

Measuring kit     Certificate in Fashion Retail  

Refreshments     Lunch  

WHAT TO BRING  

6 x current fashion magazines    1x file or flip file for notes  

Paper, pens, scissors, pritt 

* This course can be tailored to suit the unique requirements of an individual company. 

Wardrobe Works Academy will help add value to your customer’s experience and ultimately 

boost sales by training staff in understanding your brand, effective customer service and 

proven personal styling theory.  
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IN-STORE FEMALE PERSONAL SHOPPER TRAINING – 5 DAYS  COST  £2850.00 

DAY 1  

FASHION STUDIES  

 Why do we wear clothes?  

 What influences our choice in clothing?  

 What is fashion?  

 Why does fashion change?  

 Fashion terms  

 Fashion cycles  

 Length of fashion cycles  

 The fashion consumer  

 Motives for consumer buying  

 Fashion adoption  

PERSONAL STYLING  

 Introduction 

 What is a personal stylist?  

 A personal stylist by any other name...  

 Job description of a personal stylist  

 Who are your clients?  

 What’s needed to be a personal stylist?  

 The importance of personal style and image  

 First impressions  

 Clothing messages  

 Personal image linked to success  

 History of the Image Industry 

DAY 2 

CONSULTING WITH CLIENTS  

 The Initial Consultation  

 Assessing the client’s needs  

 Other aspects important to consider   

 Dealing with self-esteem and confidence issues  

 Lifestyle Assessment  

 Your clients lifestyle needs  

 Personal Shopping  

 In-store shopping with your client  

 Fitting  
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DAY 3 

PERSONAL STYLE  

 What is personal style?  

 What it means to possess a sense of style  

 Influencing factors  

 Choice of style  

 The style types  

 The refined classic  

 The polished professional  

 The relaxed casual 

 The creative eclectic  

 The trendy fashionista 

 The romantic feminine 

 The sporty casual  

 Identifying a clients personal style  

COLOUR  

 What is colour?  

 The colour wheel  

 Colour schemes  

 Colour Analysis  

 History of colour analysis  

 What is colour analysis?  

 Identifying a clients colouring - The Tonal Method  

 Cool  

 Warm  

 Mid-toned  

 Colour draping  

 Wearing Colour  

 Personal colouring  

 Colour harmony  

 Colour contrast  

 Psychology of colour  

 Colour combining  
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DAY 4 

THE FIGURE  

 Figure Analysis  

 Identifying a clients body type  

 Measuring  

 Body types  

 The five different female body shapes  

 The apple  

 The pear  

 The hourglass  

 The inverted pear  

 The cylinder  

 Proportions  

 Long waisted  

 Short waisted  

 Scale  

 Assessing bone structure  

 Petite  

 Average  

 Tall  

 The Art of Camouflage  

 Camouflage techniques  

 Dressing the fuller figure  

 Using colour to camouflage  

 Line in dress  

 Texture  

 Body image  

  How to help clients improve their body image  

THE WARDROBE  

 Wardrobe Planning  

 Wardrobe breakdown  

 The core wardrobe according to your clients needs  

 Key pieces for the casual wardrobe  

 Key pieces for the business/formal wardrobe  

 How to mix & match  

 The capsule wardrobe  

 Accessorizing  

 Classic mistakes made when accessorizing  
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DAY 4 (CONT) 

FACE SHAPES  

 Round  

 Oblong  

 Heart  

 Square  

 Oval  

OCCASION DRESSING  

 Dress codes  

 Dressing professionally  

 Dressing Age Appropriately  

 

DAY 5 

CLOTHING  

 Clothing Fabrics  

 Types of fabrics  

 Fabric properties  

 Linen  

 Cotton  

 Wool  

 Silk  

 Viscose  

 Nylon  

 Acrylic  

 Polyester  

 Spandex  

 Fabric care  

 Wash-care labels 

Clothing Fit  

 Quality and fit  

 Alterations & repairs  

Underwear & Swimwear  

 Bras & Bra fitting  

 Knickers  & Camisoles  

 Swimwear  
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DAY 5 

PERSONAL SHOPPER 

 What it means to be a Personal Shopper  

 How to communicate with clients  

 Interacting with clients  

 Building client confidence and trust  

 Personalising client relationships  

 Dealing with an angry client  

 Reasons behind losing a client  

What Makes a Good Salesperson?  

 Customer service  

 Overcoming classic sales stalls creatively  

 Dealing with rejection  

 Cross selling  

Future Picture 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS. 

 

Why should I choose to train with Wardrobe Works Academy?  

Our course content is frequently updated and improved upon to keep abreast of 

trends and changes, allowing us to offer students a wealth of relevant and 

current information through an extremely comprehensive curriculum.  

Our Fashion Styling Course is an intense introduction to the stills, magazine and 

the film industry, run by an active Wardrobe Stylist with more than 20 years 

experience, giving a comprehensive overview of the different fields in Fashion 

Styling.  

Our Personal Styling Course is not just about image consulting, but has a fresh, 

modern approach with regards to fashion and styling. Over and above the figure 

and colour analysis skills needed to be a consultant, we cover many other highly 

beneficial and interesting topics such as a Fashion Studies module covering the 

history of fashion in the 21st century, trend analysis, fabric technology and more. 

It also includes an in-depth business studies module, which will provide you with 

valuable information on how to set up your business effectively and market your 

services. On successful completion of training, students will be able to work 

independently as Personal or Corporate Stylists. 

 

Are your courses SETA accredited or recognized by a governing board?  

Due to styling and image consulting not yet being recognized qualifications in 

SA, no training institutes can offer a SETA accredited styling or image 

qualification. 

Wardrobe Works Academy is however a recognized and accredited member of the 

Association of Image Consultants International (AICI).  
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What kind of support will I get from Wardrobe Works Academy on completion of 

my training?  

We take pride in our training and like to keep in touch with students to see how 

they progress, offering support via email or phone if needed.  

 

Once I have finished the Personal Stylist training, will I be able to find work 

immediately?  

It is important to understand that your success is in your own hands and largely 

dependent on how strongly you choose to market yourself and network. We aim 

to equip you with the necessary skills and abilities needed to make your business 

a success.  

Once I have finished the Fashion Stylist training, will I be able to find work 

immediately?  

This course aims at equipping you with the knowledge and confidence needed to 

pursue a career in fashion/wardrobe styling, starting at entry level as a stylist’s 

assistant. Your ability to market yourself and network will determine how much 

work you are able to get, and the skills you develop through experience will 

determine how quickly you make the transition from assistant to stylist.  

 

Can I start off as a Personal Stylist on a part-time basis or do I need to give up my 

current job completely?  

You can definitely start off on a part-time basis; in fact we encourage this so that 

you can build up a clientele slowly, while still benefitting from another income.  

 

Can I start off as a Fashion Stylist on a part-time basis or do I need to give up my 

current job completely?  

Because of the nature of this industry, once you start working you would be 

required by your agent/employee to be available at all times, so working part-

time is not a reality.  

 

What can I expect to earn as a Stylist?  
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Personal Stylists charge anywhere between £250 and £500 per hour for their 

services, depending on their target market, while Fashion Stylist’s can expect to 

earn between £150 and £550 a day, depending on their level of experience.  

 

 

 


